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orphan table [(11,proc2),(21,proc2)] orphan table [(9,proc4),(17,proc4)]
(21,proc2)
(11,proc2)
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1 cluster leaves gracefully
1 cluster crashes, ckpt 1 min
1 cluster crashes, ckpt 2 min
1 cluster crashes, ckpt 5 min
1 cluster crashes, basic ft
1 cluster crashes, naive ft
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5
without monitoring and adaptation (runtime 1)
with monitoring and adaptation (runtime 2)
with monitoring but no adaptation (runtime 3)
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one cluster is badly connected
badly connected cluster removed
started adding nodes
36 nodes reached
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one cluster is badly connected
12 nodes lightly overloaded
removed badly connected cluster
removed 2 lightly overloaded nodes
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2 out of 3 clusters crash
started adding nodes
36 nodes reached
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TSP LocusRoute SAT solver Barnes-Hut
divide-and-conquer
divide-and-share
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